Section 7  Model Assessment
This section is based on Stock and Watson's Chapter 9.

Internal vs. external validity

- Internal validity refers to whether the analysis is valid for the population and sample being studied. External validity refers to whether these results can be generalized to other populations: is the population from which the sample is drawn representative of a larger population about which inference is sought?
- **Economic vs. statistical significance**: Even if $|t| > 2$, the effect may be too small to be economically important.
- “Beta coefficients” are used to give the number of standard deviations that $y$ changes when $x$ increases by one standard deviation.
  - Marginal effects in standard deviations can be more useful than marginal effect in units.

External validity

- External validity is related to Assumption #0.
  - But in this case, the question is not whether all sample observations follow the same model but rather do the sample observations follow the same model as the more general population.
  - Or, alternatively, are they drawn from a sub-population that has characteristics that would make the coefficients (or specification) different?
- All populations have sub-populations that vary in their characteristics.
- If our sampling process is based on a particular sub-population, we must worry about the generalizability of our results, which is external validity:
  - Can perform an internally valid analysis of an idiosyncratic sub-population that would not generalize to others.
  - Example: Noel’s work measuring the value of tree canopy or walkability in Portland. Do results generalize to other cities or do Portlanders value these characteristics more (or less) than people in other cities.
  - Example: I found that free-riding on collaborative projects in Econ 314 is likely rare at Reed. Would this carry over to other colleges?
- There are no direct statistical tests for external validity (unless you have data drawn from a broader population, in which case you probably should have used it to begin with).
  - It is a usually a matter of judgment.
  - One way that some people try to assess external validity is to split the sample in half, estimate over one sample, then assess the predictions for the other
sample. If predictions are good, then both halves of the sample may follow same model.

- This is useless if both halves of the sample are drawn from a sub-population that is idiosyncratic, though.
- **Meta-analysis**: Doing a study where each data point is an econometric result.
  - Direct estimation of mapping from assumption space to conclusions

### Internal validity
- Given the population from which the sample is drawn, are the assumptions underlying the estimators valid?

#### Omitted variables
- They are always there.
  - Omitted variables bias the coefficient estimators for any included variables that are correlated with them.
  - In a strict sense, nearly every econometric regression is biased because of this.
- What variables are most obviously omitted?
- What variables in the equation would be correlated with them?
- How does this omission bias the included coefficients?
- Proxy variables are observable variables that are correlated with unobserved variables that should be included.
  - Proxy variables are legitimate if we are not particularly interested in the effect of the variable for which they proxy.
    - Can’t interpret the coefficient on the proxy directly as the coefficient on the omitted variable.
  - OK if the difference between the true variable and the proxy is uncorrelated with included variables.
- Panel data can help if unobserved variables vary across units but not over time or over time but not across units.

#### Misspecification of functional form
- Can use RESET test to explore whether quadratics are useful.
- If you know what alternative functional forms might be more appropriate, you can test them.

#### Measurement error (errors-in-variables bias)
- Measurement error in dependent variable
  - Suppose that the true dependent variable is \( y \) but that we instead observe
  \[
  \tilde{y}_i = y_i + \epsilon_i,
  \]
  where \( \epsilon_i \) is a random measurement error.
  - The estimated model, then is
  \[
  \tilde{y}_i = \tilde{\beta}_1 + \tilde{\beta}_2 x_i + (\epsilon_i + \epsilon_{\epsilon_i}).
  \]
As long as the measurement error in $y$ ($\varepsilon$) is uncorrelated with $x$, there is no bias in the estimator of $\beta_2$. The SER will be an estimate of the standard deviation of the composite error term $e + \varepsilon$, but otherwise OLS is fine.

- **Measurement error in regressor**
  - Suppose that the dependent variable is measured accurately but that we measure $x$ with error: $\tilde{x}_i = x_i + \eta_i$.
  - The estimated model is $y_i = \beta_1 + \beta_2 \tilde{x}_i + (e_i - \beta_2 \eta_i)$.
  - Because $\eta$ is part of $\tilde{x}$ and therefore correlated with it, the composite error term is now correlated with the actual regressor, meaning that $b_2$ is biased and inconsistent.
    - If $e$ and $\eta$ are independent and normal, then $\underset{\text{plim}}{b_2} = \frac{\sigma_x^2}{\sigma_x^2 + \sigma_\eta^2} \beta_2$.
    - The estimator is biased toward zero.
    - If most of the variation in $\tilde{x}$ comes from $x$, then the bias will be small.
    - As the variance of the measurement error grows in relation to the variation in the true variable, the magnitude of the bias increases.
    - As a worst-case limit, if the true $x$ doesn’t vary across our sample of observations and all of the variation in our measure $\tilde{x}$ is random noise, then the expected value of our coefficient is zero.
  - Best solution is getting a better measure.
  - Alternatives are instrumental variables or direct measurement of degree of measurement error.
    - For example, if an alternative, precise measure is available for some arguably random sub-sample of observations, then we can calculate the variance of the true variable and the variance of the measurement error and correct the estimate.

- **Sample selection bias**
  - Few samples are truly random draws from full population. Instead, they are draws (random or not) from some sub-population:
    - Many homeless are uncounted in census
    - No wage data on those who do not work
    -Polls miss people with no listed phone number
    - Cross-country regressions are often limited to the countries for which good data are available (which is not a random sample of countries)
  - If sample selection is related to $x$, then we have issues of external validity (do estimates apply to missed sub-population) but not internal validity. Results may be valid for the sub-population for which they are estimated.
o If sample selection is related to \( y \) (or, specifically, to \( e \)), then we are not drawing randomly from the population distribution of the error term (as we assume) and our results will be biased.

o There are methods of coping with sample-selection bias.
  - Imputing values for missing wage data to allow inclusion of full sample

- **Simultaneity bias (reverse or bidirectional causality)**
  o If changes in \( y \) (presumably due to changes in \( e \)) cause \( x \) to change, then \( x \) and \( e \) will be correlated and OLS estimates will be biased and inconsistent.
    - For example, for many years macroeconomists estimated Keynesian consumption functions by OLS: \( C_t = \beta_0 + \beta_1 GDP_t + u_t \).
      - (There are time-series problems with this regression that we will study later.)
      - For now, note that if aggregate demand affects output, then \( GDP \) in each year is \( C + I + G + NX \), so a positive shock to consumption (a positive \( e \)) increases \( GDP \). Because the regression is correlated with the error term, OLS estimates of \( \beta_1 \) were biased and inconsistent. (But they looked good and had ridiculously high \( R^2 \) values, so they persisted for many years despite the protests of econometricians.)
  o The usual correction is to use an instrumental-variables (two-stage least squares) estimator.

- **Heteroskedasticity**
  o Heteroskedasticity (as we will discuss soon) causes OLS to be inefficient (relative to WLS), but it is still unbiased and consistent.
  o The classical standard errors will be biased under heteroskedasticity, but we can use White’s “robust” covariance matrix estimator, which we’ve talked about earlier.
  o Using robust errors is the most common correction for heteroskedasticity.

- **Autocorrelation**
  o If error terms of different observations are correlated, then OLS is also inefficient (relative to a corrected GLS estimator), but is unbiased and consistent.
    - Autocorrelation can be spatial: Unmeasured neighborhood characteristics (omitted variables) that cause houses that are close together to be more or less valuable.
    - Autocorrelation is ubiquitous in time-series data: This period’s error term is nearly always related to last period’s. (Unmeasured omitted variables are themselves correlated over time.)
  o Again, standard errors are biased, but White’s heteroskedastic-consistent standard errors don’t help here.
There are estimated standard errors that are robust to autocorrelation. (Use “hac” option in Stata.) Alternatively, one can try to model the autocorrelation and transform the model into one that has no autocorrelation (GLS).

- Examples include AR(1) models in time series and modeling spatially correlated errors in cross-section models.

**Validity in forecasting/prediction**

- Regression models may be valid for forecasting even if their coefficients are not unbiased or consistent.
  - Suppose that we know that \( x \) is measured with error.
  - We can still use a regression of \( y \) on \( \hat{x} \) to predict the outcome of a particular measured \( \hat{x} \) even though the estimated coefficient is a biased estimator for the effect of \( x \). That is because we have correctly estimated the relationship between the noisy \( \hat{x} \) and \( y \).
    - We would not get reliable estimates if our prediction question relied on the true \( x \) rather than the noisy \( \hat{x} \).

- We often build models with noisy data or proxy variables to get predictions of another variable.
- The biggest question in forecasting is external validity: does the model that applies to the sample you used for estimation also apply to the observation for which you want a forecast?

**Stata tools for diagnostic analysis of residuals**

- These commands are described in the Stata documentation under “regress postestimation”
- One focus of this analysis is to look for outliers
  - Values of \( y \) that lie far from the regression line will exert high influence on the estimators because the squared residuals get very large away from the line
  - Values of \( x \) that lie far from the mass of observations will exert high influence (“leverage”) because the regression line will work hard not to make the residuals large
  - Use Stata example to add observations to the data set to demonstrate both of these.
- **Pictures**
  - `rvfplot` stands for “residual vs. fitted value plot” and does a simple scatter plot of the residuals vs. the fitted values.
    - There should be no detectable relationship between \( \hat{\epsilon} \) and \( \hat{y} \). The correlation is zero by construction.
- **rvpplot xvar** plots the residuals against just one of the regressors rather than the linear combination calculated as the fitted value
  - Again, there should be no detectable relationship and the correlation is zero by construction

- **avplot xvar** stands for “added variable plot,” though the x variable in question (xvar) can either be one that is already in the regression or one that is not
  - The vertical-axis variable of avplot is the residual of a regression of y on all regressors in the equation except x (if x is actually in the regression)
  - The horizontal-axis variable is the residual of a regression of x on all the (other) regressors in the equation
  - The slope of the relationship indicated on the plot gives an estimate of the bivariate relationship between the variables y and xvar after each has been purged of the influence of the other variables in the model.
  - The residuals indicate which observations are not well predicted and might be considered outliers.
  - Stata cautions against using avplot to look for nonlinearities in the relationship between y and xvar.
  - The command **avplots** does individual avplot commands for every regressor in the regression

- **cprplot xvar** standard for “component plus residuals plot” and is better for examining functional form issues relating to the regressor xvar, which must be in the equation
  - The horizontal-axis variable is simply the regressor xvar
  - The vertical-axis variable is the residual, plus the estimated effect of xvar, which is sometimes called the “partial residual”
  - If you want to visualize the relationship between xvar and y after eliminating the estimated effect of the other regressors, this command does that
  - Stata cautions against using cprplot to identify outliers
  - A variant **acprplot** includes a quadratic term in xvar in the regression and the computation of the partial residual and can clarify the need for a quadratic term

**Numbers**
- We can simply examine squared residuals if we want to find observations that exert a strong influence because y lies far from the regression line
- The **leverage** statistic for an observation is a multivariate generalization of looking at large values of \( (x - \bar{x})^2 \).
  - The intuition of leverage is a little complicated, but it starts with an \( N \times N \) matrix called the “hat matrix:” \( P = X(X'X)^{-1}X' \), which has the
property that \( \hat{y} = Py = X(X'X)^{-1}X'y = X\hat{\beta} \). The hat matrix thus transforms the actual values of \( y \) into the predicted values. Observations that have sizable values in the hat matrix have a big influence on the predictions, so they have a lot of leverage.

- The leverage statistic for observation \( i \) is the diagonal element of the hat matrix corresponding to \( i \): \( P_{ii} \). It is surely positive.
- Stata calculates the leverage value with the predict command using the “hat” option
  - Another useful plot is lvr2plot, which plots leverage on the vertical axis and squared residuals on the horizontal.
    - Observations that have large values of either or both of these measures are potentially high-impact outliers.
  - Cook’s D is the most commonly used of several “distance estimators” that examine how much the estimated coefficient vector changes when one observation is removed from the sample.
    - In Stata, Cook’s D is obtained by using the cooksd option in predict.
    - We can also examine the effect of removing single observations on individual elements of \( \hat{\beta} \) with the dfbeta command.